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When twisted to angles near 1°, graphene multilayers provide a window on electron correlation physics . 

Here, we report about a novel correlated electron-hole state in double-bilayer graphene twisted to 2.37°. 

At this angle, the moiré states retain much of their isolated bilayer character, allowing their bilayer 

projections to be separately controlled by gates. We use this property to generate an energetic overlap 

between narrow isolated electron and hole bands with good nesting properties. Our measurements reveal 

the formation of ordered states with reconstructed Fermi surfaces, consistent with a density-wave state. 

[1] 

In another experiment we investigate magnetotransport oscillations caused by scattering between 

minivalleys—a phenomenon analogous to magnetointersubband oscillations—in a twisted double bilayer 

graphene sample with a twist angle of 1.94°. We study and discuss the potential scattering mechanisms 

and find an electron-phonon mechanism and valley conserving scattering to be likely. A unique feature of 

the complex band structures of moiré materials is the presence of minivalleys, their hybridization, and 

scattering between them. [2] 
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